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ABSTRACT 
We consider the contraints on a from primordial nucleosynthesis in 

Inhomogeneous cosmologies. We find that allowance for isothermal fluctuations 
significantly weakens the upper bound on the average value of a derived from 
the standard big bang. Under the plausible additional assumption that regions 
of high baryon density are preferentially absorbed into cold dark matter, the 
contraints from primordial nucleosynthesis can be satisfied for large values of 
n. including a = 1. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
2 

Although studies of primordial nucleosynthesis 1n the "standard" hot big 
bang model have yielded impressive quantitative agreement with observed light 
element abundances, ' it has been recognized for some time ' that the 
assumption of the standard Freldmann model for the early universe that the 
baryon distribution during the epoch of primordial nucleosynthesis is perfectly 
homogeneous 1s, perhaps, unrealistic. Abundance measurements are derived from 
observations of regions which at the epoch of nucleosynthesis would have 
contained many horizon volumes and many more nucleon diffusion volumes which 
could have different densities. Fluctuations on a suf 'ciently small scale 

9) would have been smoothed (e.g. by baryon diffusion ) and therefore be 
unobservable at the present time. Although an inflation ry epoch could 
have homuaenlzed the early Universe, the fluctuations associated with the onset 

12) of phase transitions (such as those produced by cosmic strings or the 
13) 14 15) 

formation and subsequent evaporation ' of quark-matter agglomerates 
during the quark-hadron phase transition or baryogenesis ' could lead to 
fluctuations 1n the baryon density during the epoch of nucleosynthesis. 

In this regard there are also potential problems with f'i standard model 
for primordial nucleosynthesis when compared with observations and theoretical 
predictions for the ratio (a) of the present mass density to the critical 1.2,17 value which closes the universe. The usual interpretation of observed 2 3 4 7 abundances of H, He, He and Li in the standard hot big bang model, 
implies 0.01 < n < 0.2. Observatlonally, however, the dynamics of 
galactic clusters may be consistent with a value of a which 1s greater than 
the upper limit derived from primordial nucleosynthesis, depending upon whether 
the inferred mass to light ratio continues to increase with increasing distance 
scales. Theoretically there is reason to expect that n should be as large as 
1. Inflationary models ' predict that the unvlverse is flat. 

As a consequence of these discrepancies attempts have been made to account 
for the dark matter component by non-baryonic mass in the form of axions, 
massive neutrinos, or other relic particles from the big bang. It is often 
stated In fact that primordial nucleosynthesis is the major constraint against 
the dark matter being baryonic. 

In this paper we argue that a more natural recourse may be to relax the 
assumption of perfect homogeneity during the epoch of nucleosynthesis. If this 
assumption 1s relaxed the predicted nucleosynthesis may be different. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate that if the dark matter component consists of, for 
example, 3up1ter-l1ke objects, brown dwarfs, or black holes which formed in 
high density regions cfter the epoch of nucleosynthesis, then it is possible 



3. 
that all of the constraints of nucleosynthesis can be satisfied for a universe 
with a = 1 or even larger. 

2-10 Previous works, have discussed the possible influence of isothermal 
fluctuations. In particular, ZeTdovich first pointed out that with 
fluctuations in which most of the universe is in regions of low baryon density, 
higher values of a can be consistent with the observed deuterium abundance. 

19) In this paper we discuss calculations of the nucleosynthesis in an 
Inhomogeneous universe with isothermal density fluctuations. For simplicity 
we assume that the scale of such fluctuations 1s sufficiently large that the 
universe can be described as an ensemble of separate regions with different 
baryon-to-photon ratios which are later mixed. We consider classes of density 
fluctuation probability spectra for which the probability is highest for low 
baryon densities. 

If f(a') is the probability that a region has some local value, a', 
then the final average value of a would then be; 

/" f(Q') a' da' 
jjf(a') da' * ( 1 ) 

The averaged mass fractions are; 

X = 'o f("') a' x(«') da' (2) 
i™ f(a') a" da' 

2 3 4 7 In our calculation the abundances of H, He, He, and Li were 
computed in the standard big bang model (Wagoner 1973) for 3 neutrino flavors, 
T = 2.7K, and t. . (neutron) = 10.4 min. The computer code is that used 

31 by Wagoner ' with a number of nuclear reaction rates updated. Various 
values of a were convolved with the normalized probability function. To 

18) obtain an upper limit to a we have chosen H = 50 + 7 km/sec/Mpc. 
It is not to difficult to construct a model for how the probability function, 
f, for fluctuations in the baryon-to-photon ratio might appear. Imagine 
regions of local high baryon number (e.g. formed via the diminution of bubbles 
of unconfined phase at the end of the quark-hadron phase transition ). 
These regions would begin to diffuse and soon appear as Gaussian distributions 
in nucleon density about the initial site of the fluctuation. 

Actually, the neutron density and proton density may diffuse differently 
due to different couplings with the radiation fi-ild. This might also change 21) the nucleosynthesis. For the purposes of this present illustration 



4 
consider a single Gaussian density distribution at a fixed neutron-to-proton 
ratio. The probability for a given volume element to contain a baryon density 
p will then be, 

1/2, 
f(P) = f(Q) ~ (Inf-) f (3) 

'o p 

Where p is the maximum density of the Gaussian distribution. A minimum 
value of p will be determined by the distance between one local fluctuation 
and the next. In a realistic universe, fluctuations in this distance will 
flatten the singularity at P = 0. Thus, one would expect the probability 
function, f, to be monotonically decreasing with increasing baryon dentisy (or 
baryon-to-photon ratio), and to be not too poorly behaved for small p. A 
Gaussian function is probably a reasonable approximation to a realistic 
fluctuation spectrum i.e., 

f(fi) ~ exp [-aa2} . (4) 

Figure 1 is an example of our results for such a probability function. 
The value of the constant, a in Eq. (4), is adjusted to determine the average 
value of n as given by Eq. 1. For comparison, the dotted line shows the 
probability function (arbitrarily normalized) which corresponds to average Q 
= 1. 

The observed nuclear abundances are also indicated on Figure 1 for 
2 4 fluctuations of this type. The abundances of H and He are in agreement 

for the values of a as high as 0.3-0.4 depending upon the spectrum chosen (if 
we take limits for 2 H > 5 x 10~ and He < 0.254). Such higher 

2 values of a are possible whenever the H is produced in low density regions 4 which are more probable than the high density regions which produce the He. 
3 7 The predicted primordial abundances of He and Li, however, are outside 

the range of observations for these high values of a. It should be noted, 
however, that, the uncertainties associated with the standard big bang and the 
observed abundances are larger for these nuclei. Thus, the introduction of 
fluctuations alone, can allow for larger values of a but can not be made 
consistent with a = 1. 

On the other hand, if the additional matter needed to have a = 1 is 
baryonic 1t must be collisionless, i.e. Jupiter-like objects or black holes, to 
account for the fact that the dark matter does not clump with luminous matter. 

Although a mechanism for the formation of these objects is not known it 
would seem most plausible that in an inhomogeneous universe they would form 
preferentially in regions of high local baryon density. The nucleosynthetic 
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Fig. 1 Solid lines show the standard big band 
nucleosynthesis yields as a function of the present day 
value of fi. Dashed curves are the averaged values for 
a Gaussian fluctuation distribution function. The 
distribution for a = 1 1s indicated by the dotted line. 
The data points show the experimental abundance values. 

yield from these regions would then be selectively depleted according to the 
higher probability for forming dark matter relics in regions with higher local 
values of n. Thus, the averaged mass fractions (Eq. 2) of observable 
nucleosynthesis should be modified; 

Jf(ft) d(a) X (a) a dn 
jf(«) g(Q) a dQ (5) 

where, g(fi) is the fraction of material which is not incorporated into dark 
matter, i.e. the fraction of visible matter. 

As a demonstration of the effect of this process on the observed 
light-element abundances, we consider a step function approximation to g(«), 
whereby, all of the matter derived from regions with a local value of a > anu 

Un is assumed to be absorbed into the dark matter component. Before discussing 
actual calculations, however, it is possible to make a reasonable guess as to 
what the value of am, the cutoff, should be. Direct observations of 
luminous matter provides for n > 0.01. For a fluctuation spectrum which 
1s nearly constant as a function of a (for small a ) , then this would 
correspond to «„„ > 2a, ; i.e. anu > 0.02. Similarly, the value DM L un 



for n 0 H should be less than twice the upperlimlt to a derived from the 
application of the virial theorem to galactic clusters, since this value 
includes a large portion of dark matter. Thus, .02 < « 0 H < 0.6 is a 
reasonable range. 

f(a) = exp(-a0 2) a D l l > 0.06 
10" r^ 1 1 1 T r 

Fig. 2 Notation 1s the same as in Figure 1. 
The dashed lines in this case correspond to 
the absorption of material with local values 
of « > 0.06 into dark matter. 

Figure 2 shows the results of adjusting « for the Gaussian 
distribution of Fig. 1, with a = 1. A best fit is obtained for ftnH = 0.06 
which is within our range of estimates for a . Although more detailed 

DM 
calculations are necessary, it is clear from this figure that it is at least 
plausible that all of the constraints from primordial nucleosynthesis can be 
satisfied in an inhomogeneous a = 1 universe if the locally high baryon 
density regions are preferentially absorbed into dark matter. 

In summary, we have shown that if there are isothermal fluctuations 
present at the time of nucleosynthesis it is possible to satisfy the 
constraints based upon the observed abundances of the light elements with a 
baryon density equal to (or even greater than) the critical value needed to 
close the universe. A possible consequence of our hypothesis is that if the 
dark-matter is ever observed to be in the form of unevolved barycnic matter, 4 2 that it would contain relatively high He and low H abundances. If the 
universe is closed by baryons with isothermal fluctuations then it will be 



7. 
necessary in this picture to also account for the large scale structure of the 
universe and the apparent isotropy of the cosmic background radiation in terms 
of baryonic matter. It may indeed be possible to argue against baryonic dark 

22) matter on the basis of these or other constraints. Nevertheless, since 
the main argument against a baryon dominated universe has been the 
nucleosynthesis constraints, we suggest that the possibility of a universe 
dominated by baryons be taken more seriously. 
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